Neglected Rosewater Loop to be
redeveloped under $1.5m Labor election
promise
They’ve been overgrown with weeds and graffiti for years but a clean up
plan would transform disused railway tracks into a green community space.
See the plans.
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The Rosewater Loop in its current state. Picture: Supplied

A plan to reinvigorate disused railway tracks with cycling trails and nature
strips could see a neglected area cleaned up years after it was left to ruin.
The Rosewater Loop railway corridor in Adelaide’s north west has been
unused since trains stopped running in 2008 following the construction of a
rail bridge over the Port River.
Now, two state Labor MPs have promised a Port Adelaide Enfield Council
proposal would get the green light if elected when South Australians hit the
polls at the upcoming election.
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The plan aims to “interconnect neighbourhoods, link existing bike circulation
and reduce conflict by traffic”.
Cheltenham MP Joe Szakacs said the council developed a concept for the
corridor after he engaged with the residents in June last year.
Upon promising $1.5 towards the project to return the area to community use,
he said he fears what was once heavily used land is now inhospitable, and
could provide dangerous levels of fuel in the event of a fire due to overgrowth
of weeds.
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“Based on community feedback, Port Adelaide Enfield Council has developed a
concept for the corridor and have requested funding from the State
Government to progress the plan,” he said.
Nearby Port Adelaide MP Susan Close echoed Mr Szakacs.
“To be able to turn this unused rail corridor, which is currently overgrown
with weeds and subject to regular illegal dumping, into an open space for the
Rosewater and Ottoway community is very exciting,” she said.
Contrary to Mr Szakacs and Ms Close’s claims the area had been overlooked, a
spokesperson for the Department of Transport and Infrastructure said the
area could be used as a transport corridor in the future.
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“The rail corridor is being considered as part of the Department’s Transport
Network Planning Studies Program, which is planning for the future of
Adelaide’s public transport network,” they said.

“The program includes a suite of over 30 transport planning studies across
metropolitan Adelaide exploring future upgrades for key arterial roads,
intersections, road corridors, greenways and public transport infrastructure.”
“The outcomes of the program will help inform and guide government
decision-making on the funding and delivery of future transport projects.”

